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SHORT TRIP STRATEGIES

• Sidewalk Quality

• Local Bikeway Networks

• Neighborhood Mobility Areas (integrated 
with NEV short-trip concept)

EDUCATION AND ENCOURAGEMENT

• Safe Routes to School

• SCAG Encouragement and Safety Cam-
paigns

Another useful approach is the creation of a Trans-
portation Demand Management (TDM) district. Ac-
ceptable traffi c levels can be sought with TDM and 
demand pricing for parking. A TDM district looks 
at the modes of transportation, not as an engineer 
would, but as an economist might; putting incen-
tives in place to optimize use of scarce transporta-
tion resources. 

TDM is used to manage a multi-modal smart 
transportation network that is pedestrian friendly. 
The goal of a multi-modal transportation district in 
Northeast Valley would be to minimize and, where 
possible, eliminate pollution and motor vehicle 
congestion. The idea is to ensure safe mobility and 
access for all, without compromising the ability to 
protect public health and safety. 

TOWN CENTERS
In the evolution of the Valley—where the car once 
was king—strip centers were the new idea in 
convenience. In many areas, patchworks of these 
mini-centers had to stand-in for local downtowns. If 
something wasn’t available at one center, you could 
simply drive to the next one. 

Many of the named communities in the Valley don’t 
actually have a center, as a town would. Those who 
have no center or under performing centers need 
to work toward creating Town Centers; places from 
which improvements can emanate, and where ac-
tivities and local identity can take root.

In many of the commercial areas, the mix of busi-
ness tenants lacks a theme or coherent strategy. 
This makes it diffi cult to compete with malls and 
Lifestyle Centers where a patron can park once and 
visit multiple shops, stores, restaurants, and enter-
tainment venues. 

Portions of the Northeast Valley could even be 
considered “blighted” by today’s standards. Like 
any aging community, the homes and businesses 
suffer from pockets of obsolescence, deterioration 
and deferred maintenance. Some commercial areas 

SECTION 7 - TRANSIT-
ORIENTED DISTRICTS
Focusing Growth Around Transit

SCAG is including a strategy known as “Livable 
Corridors” in its more recent 2016-2040 RTP/SCS.1  

These scenarios refl ect land use patterns as de-
picted by local general plans and land use policies; 
and refi ned by cities through SCAG’s extensive 
bottom-up local review input process and outreach 
effort.

They include expanded regional investment in Tran-
sit Integration strategies to increase transit rider-
ship. They assume that fi rst/last mile improvements 
will be made at all fi xed-guideway transit stations 
(i.e. commuter rail, subway, light rail and bus rapid 
transit stations) across the region. The Livable Cor-
ridors strategy is comprised of arterial roadways 
where jurisdictions are planning for some combina-
tion of high-quality bus service, increased opportu-
nities for active transportation, and higher-density 
residential and employment at key intersections.

SCAG is also testing the concept of “Neighborhood 
Mobility Areas.” This concept encourages replacing 
automobile trips less than four miles in length with 
walking, bicycling and slow-speed electric vehicles. 
This is intended to direct future growth to walkable, 
mixed-use communities and to High Quality Transit 
Areas.

The 2016 RTP/SCS contains 11 strategies  de-
signed to increase active transportation as a share 
of all transportation modes. These strategies are 
established in four categories:

REGIONAL TRIP STRATEGIES

• Regional Greenway Network: designed to 
increase walking and biking for recreation, 
making use of available open space, such 
as rivers, drainage canals, cycle tracks and 
utility corridors.

• Regional Bikeway Network

• California Coastal Trail Access

TRANSIT INTEGRATION STRATEGIES

• First/Last Mile (to transit)

• Livable Corridors

• Bike Share Services

1 The 2016-2040 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Commu-
nities Strategy, Report, Southern California Association of Govern-
ments, Adopted April 2016, p.95
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within the communities have aged and become 
functionally obsolete. 

Neglected features of public streets and 
streetscape, such as broken furniture, unkempt 
sidewalks, neglected trash, weeds and forgotten 
plantings, need a regular program of clean up, 
maintenance and renovation. When commercial 
signage in an area is too aggressive, passersby are 
assaulted rather than impressed. Colors, sizes and 
styles are all lost in a visual jumble. 

It is highly unlikely that all the merchants in one 
area will cooperate. Sign regulations and Communi-
ty Design Overlay districts can provide some relief, 
as can Specifi c Plans. A complementary theme is 
much more eyecatching than a hodgepodge of col-
ors and styles. Although some might object; it is an 
established fact that by bringing order to the view, 
everyone’s signage becomes more noticeable.

In outlying suburban edge communities, a full array 
of amenities may be available, but are often poorly 
grouped or inconveniently situated. Patrons today 
have much higher expectations than they did in pri-
or decades. There is a defi nite preference for mixed 
shopping, entertainment and service opportunities. 
As a result of poor planning, many existing inline 
stores lack adjacent parking. Unfortunately, when 
the original zoning was established in Los Angeles, 
it was common to have commercial structures built 
with little or no parking.

Automobile traffi c is a mixed blessing. Too much, 
and it will drive patrons away. Too little and local 
businesses can wither. Most businesses feel that 
the traffi c on the street is important to the success 
of their enterprise. This is why they pay a premium 
for choice locations on major thoroughfares. As 
a practical matter, the quality of traffi c is far more 
important than the mere quantity. Part of the recom-
mended strategy is “traffi c calming,” to slow down 
the fl ow, fi lter it, and attract more destination traffi c 
to Town Centers—defl ecting excess commuter and 
pass-through traffi c. 

The majority of businesses feel that anchor stores 
and attractions are important. Those who go out-
side of the Northeast Valley to shop or do business, 
mostly prefer fi nding more of everything in one lo-
cation. Quality, brands and selection are important.  
It should be noted that sales volume and product 
turnover also have signifi cant impacts on the quality 
and selection of products at the retail level. In ad-
dition to better product turnover, people are simply 
more attracted to places where other people are.

Desolate centers ward off patrons, and businesses 
suffer when districts are not kept clean and in good 
repair. One of the most serious problems facing 
aging communities is visual blight and a lack of 
vigilance in the upkeep of public areas. Safety and 
security are also important issues. The stigma of 
fear plagues many of the business districts in the 
city. It is certainly one of the hardest perceptions to 
live down.

Many feel the Northeast could use more profes-
sional and offi ce space. While scarcity drives up 
the short-term market, there is no question that 
low vacancy rates indicate a vital economy and 
encourage local investment. In the fi nal analysis, 
high-demand commercial areas tend to be the most 
prosperous for tenants and landlords alike.

Most businesses feel that local dining and enter-
tainment are important to their success. Tourism, 
visitor and recreational traffi c are also known to 
have some of the greatest economic multipliers of 
any category. That helps bring outside dollars and 
capital to a community. 

Hospitality properties are in short supply in the 
Northeast. According to the Los Angles Visitors and 
Convention Bureau (LA Inc.), most of the San Fer-
nando Valley market is what is known as “friends 
and family”—not necessarily tourism related. This is 
a missed opportunity.  Valley tourism has not been 
well defi ned or aggressively promoted. In 2004, 
the City of Los Angeles adopted a motion to fund a 
three-year $1.8 million San Fernando Valley Con-
ference and Visitors Bureau pilot program. Unfortu-
nately,  the funding never materialized.

TRANSIT-ORIENTED DISTRICTS (TODS)
PEDESTRIAN-ORIENTED DISTRICTS (PODS)
One of the most important keys to a Pedestrian-
Oriented District or Lifestyle Center is the ability 
to generate customer traffi c by serving as many of 
the needs of visitors as possible. This is also the 
place where startup businesses and entrepreneurs 
have the best chance to succeed. While they may 
be unable to qualify as “credit tenants” for space 
in a shopping mall or power center, they provide a 
welcome eclectic complement in the Town Center 
setting where independent inline storefronts are 
able to coexist with major chains and franchises. 

Several of the communities in the Northeast Valley 
have potential Town Centers that are yet to be real-
ized, or are in need of renewal and re-invigoration. 
Through years of ad hoc planning and random ten-
ant development, areas often devolve into a mish-
mash of confl icting uses, unattractive styles, colors 
and signage. The effect of this is to assault the visi-
tor rather than to attract them to do business.
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CREATION OF TRANSIT-ORIENTED DISTRICTS

• Develop walkable Town Centers with a full 
array of amenities and opportunities

• Attract needed services, dining and shop-
ping

• Cultivate social, cultural and entertainment 
venues

MIXED-USE APPROACHES

In older automobile-based planning models, the 
purpose of planning was to avoid, or buffer incom-
patible uses, putting commercial and industrial as 
far from residential as possible. In the last several 
decades, the movement has been to bring these 
uses closer together; so much so, that mixed-uses 
have become very much in vogue. The land-use 
trend is toward mixed use, in-fi ll housing, and the 
creation of much more vertical communities.

The precursor to the Southern California Associa-
tion of Governments’ Sustainable Communities 
Strategy was its Compass Blueprint project begin-
ning in 2000. Compass completed its work recently 
with its “2% Strategy,” and became today’s SCS. 
The conclusion was that virtually all of the projected 
growth and changes for the next several decades 
should be accommodated on only two-percent of 
the available land in the SCAG region. This is con-
sistent with the goals of SB 375.

With Sustainable Community Strategies, there is a 
renewed focus on Town Centers and public spaces. 
The focus of transportation planning efforts is shift-
ing from a strictly departmentalized approach that 
narrowly considers transportation, to a more inclu-
sive, community-serving, qualitative approach that 
considers factors beyond simple quantitative traffi c 
throughput.

Fred Kent at Project for Public Spaces (PPS) puts 
this point rather clearly: “If you plan cities for cars 
and traffi c, you get cars and traffi c. If you plan for 
people and places, you get people and places.”2  
The PPS conclusions focus on the latter—creating 
a destination for people. While it is fi ne to create 
effi cient traffi c fl ows, it should not occur at the ex-
pense of our Town Centers and public spaces.

Business districts are destinations that attract con-
centrations of patrons, and must address certain 
critical issues that include:

• Transit orientation with multiple alternatives 
to carbon emitting modes

• Character and form of development

• Retail and commercial tenant mixes

2 Fred Kent, Projects for Public Spaces, <http://www.pps.org/trans-
portation/> March 25, 2016

• Local amenities 

• Quality employment and opportunities, par-
ticularly for local populations

• Residential product types that complement 
the centers

• Infrastructure to serve the business and 
residential needs

• Regulatory reform to encourage community-
friendly uses

• Neighborhood relations and inclusion of 
stakeholders

• Implementation strategies and continuity, 
both civic and governmental

WALKABILITY AND HUMAN SCALE

The “walkable” Town Center needs to include:

• Most essentials and shopping within a 
15-minute walk of home and work

• Pedestrian-friendly street design 
• Buildings near the street with streetscape 

setbacks, trees, awnings, porches, attractive 
hardscape, windows and doors facing walks

• Tree-lined streets
• On-street or convenient structure parking, 

with diagonals and curb extensions
• Hidden parking lots and structures with 

garages under or in the rear
• Traffi c calming, roundabouts, narrower, me-

andering and slower speed streets
• Pedestrian street/promenades free of cars 

in some cases
The City of Los Angeles, has embarked upon its 
Great Streets program through Mayor Eric Garcetti. 
They have selected 15 stretches of strategic arteri-
als to re-invent and “saturate with services, or turn 
into green streets.” The process has already begun 
in several areas, and one stretch is included in the 
current Project Area: the Van Nuys Boulevard - Pa-
coima Center TOD.

Los Angeles has already adopted the “Complete 
Streets” concept to be applied in targeted areas. 
This approach includes:

• Quantifi cation of demographics and market 
expectations

• Consideration of the urban form, built envi-
ronment and physical constraints

• Creation of destination criteria to determine 
what attracts and what repels

• Establishment of criteria for candidate 
streets and neighborhoods
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• Development of an overriding strategy for 
Location Effi ciency to complement transit 
modes and technologies being identifi ed 
and brought on line by SCAG and Metro

• Provision of a foundation for implementing a 
healthy and sustainable planning process

• Generation of a strategy to showcase the 
community gateways in particular.

• Weighing each proposition against practicality
• Building on strengths and demonstrated 

capacities
• Seeking to have private streetscape en-

hancements projected into public spaces
• Creation of visual cues, streetscape and 

walkable corridors
See also Appendix E, Main Street Magic

ATTRIBUTES OF TOWN CENTERS

The standards used for most Transit-Oriented 
Districts are 1/4 to 1/2 mile radii or bands—coincid-
ing with the distances a person is willing to walk 
to access public transit. In this strategy we use the 
half-mile standard, considering the convenience 
and attraction of well-developed Town Centers that 
are also served by public transit. 

Naturally this range is increased when alternative 
fi rst-mile linkages are available, such as bicycles, 
rideshare and other options. Likewise the distance 
is reduced for terrain and other obstacles. In the 
instant case, most of the target areas are reason-
ably level and accessible via walks and passable 
bikeways.

Town Centers differ from planned developments, 
whether open air, enclosed or simply inline blocks 
of single-owner units. Because Town Centers are 
normally a random conglomeration of owners, 
buildings styles and offerings; their cultivation can 
be a daunting challenge. The leadership has to 
come from the civic groups and the community. 
These all-important stakeholders have to develop 
consensus on a vision—one that is specifi c enough 
to provide guidance, but fl exible enough to take 
advantage of opportunities when they arise.

Town Centers should provide a complete array of 
the shopping, amenities, recreation  and opportuni-
ties sought by local residents. As a result  the need 
for vehicle trips can be reduced dramatically—with 
a net local reduction in GHG.

The success of the community-driven Town Center 
relies on most of the same planning principles that 
apply to the local mall: aesthetics, activity, attrac-
tion, and tenant mix. In addition to providing the 
community with the goods and services they desire, 
the Town Center should also be a destination for 
visitors from other areas. By increasing the fl ow of 

outside dollars and resources, commercial capital 
can be increased, leading to upward trends in activ-
ity, employment and businesses. 

For the Town Center to become a destination some-
thing unique has to be offered—things not easily 
obtained in customer’s home communities. The 
competitive advantage of the Town Center tenants 
might result from: (1) type of goods or services, 
(2) quality, (3) price point, (4) selection, (5) conve-
nience, (6) unique recreation, attraction or hospi-
tality, (7) interesting or attractive surroundings, (8) 
co-location of multiple activities; or a combination of 
such features. 

In TOD or POD mixed-use settings, residents are 
coming and going at all hours of every day, and 
commercial activity continues from early in the 
morning to late in the evening. As a result, visitors 
feel more secure, knowing there are “eyes on the 
street.”

The mixed-use model provides for Compact Devel-
opment using a three-dimensional spacial compo-
nent. Instead of the two-dimensional sprawl that 
Southern California has made famous, the multiple 
of verticalization opportunities can range from two 
to ten or more levels. This elevation decreases 
some of the need for vehicle travel. 

Once the TOD is established, there are improved 
opportunities to create community gathering 
spaces. Plazas, parks, dog runs, roof decks, and  
barbecue areas encourage social interaction and 
enhance opportunities for physical activity. On-site 
spaces can accommodate classes and programs 
that promote healthy activities, such as fi tness, 
cooking, nutrition, and gardening. A calendar of 
regular programming will keep community spaces 
activated and vibrant. Larger events might include 
market places, movie nights, music festivals, art 
fairs, and holiday events.

The Library Plaza lifestyle center at the public library on Ma-
clay Avenue in San Fernando
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Those who have no center 
or underperforming 
centers need to work 
toward creating Town 
Centers, places from 
which improvements can 
emanate, and where 
activities and local 
identity can take root.

Fig. 30 - Walkable Section of a Town Center

TOWN CENTER AND TOD FEATURES
Sustainable and Walkable Areas

Fig. 29 - Parking Spaces Shielded with Solar Panels
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Temporary Pocket Parks
Temporary Pocket Parks for Outdoor Restaurant Seating

Temporary Pocket Parks

Temporary Pocket Parks 
Designed to take one
Parallel Parking Space

Fig. 31 - Curbside Pocket Parks Concept

Fig. 32 - Curbside Pocket Parks Expanded Concept
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MOBILITY ENHANCEMENT AREAS
Vehicle Enhanced Network

The map (Figure 33) depicts a network of streets 
prioritized for vehicular movement.  

The Vehicle Enhanced Network (VEN) was devel-
oped to identify corridors that will remain critical to 
vehicular circulation and to balance regional and 
local circulation needs. 

The Vehicle Enhanced Network covers approxi-
mately 80 miles of arterials throughout the City of 
Los Angeles, important to vehicular movement, 
that carry between 30,000 and 80,000 vehicles per 
day, traverse 10 miles or more through the City, and 
provide access to freeways and critical facilities. 

Maintaining access for vehicular users, particularly 
by identifying gaps in the regional freeway system. 
Safety and targeted operating speeds are still key 
as part of the design and operation of VEN streets. 
The overall intent of the VEN is to provide streets 
that prioritize vehicular movement and offer safe, 
consistent travel speeds and reliable travel times.3

3 “Mobility Plan 2035” An Element of the General Plan, Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning, December 2015
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Vehicle Enhanced Network
Arterials
Freeways

Fig. 33 - Vehicle Enhanced Network (VEN) Map

Derivation: Mulholland Institute

Pinch point on the Interstate-5, looking north where traffic on the I-5, 
CA-118, CA-170, and I-210 northbound all converge.
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SECTION 8 - SUSTAINABLE 
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Strategies for Building Economic Opportunity While 
Maintaining a Stable Urban Setting 

CHANGING  FORTUNES

The now-aging suburbs of the broader Valley region 
were originally insulated from the woes of the urban 
core. But, with changing demographics, the Valley 
has become much more urbanized. Unfortunately, 
these post-suburban communities often lack the 
resources and civic infrastructure to adequately ac-
commodate the needs of newer populations, or to 
address some of the new challenges. 

When average skill levels and literacy rates de-
cline, income gaps are magnifi ed. The data sug-
gest ever-widening divisions between upper and 
lower income groups, when, in fact, the majority of 
newcomers and immigrants are making dramatic 
progress toward median income levels. This makes 
strengthening the centers of these emerging com-
munities all the more important—helping to build a 
new civic, economic and social infrastructure.

Misperceptions can affect the marketing decisions 
of private investors and entrepreneurs, who might 
otherwise provide resources needed for the growth 
and development of the area. Communities need 
these external resources, as well as investment 
from within the community. This is best cultivated 
through strategic civic intervention,1 in the form of 
visioning, planning and cultivation of leadership.

HOUSING

Housing can be made more accessible in a number 
of ways. Strengthening the economy and improving 
local prosperity can result in stakeholders becom-
ing more competitive in an open real estate mar-
ket (market-rate housing). If median incomes can 
be increased in the subregion, residents have an 
improved opportunity to afford and maintain hous-
ing—quality housing in particular. 

The liberation of unused land—public or private—
can act as a subsidy for the construction of new 
housing, as can direct subsidies through voucher 
programs for renters, and special fi nancing pro-
grams for buyers. Unfortunately, the local competi-
tion in the use of these vouchers is quite keen, and 
they are often inadequate for their purposes. Many 
landlords have reservations about the voucher/sub-
sidy system and its clients. 

1 In civic intervention, the most important tools are facts, followed 
by established policies with citations, aesthetics…seldom emotions, 
although pleasing urban forms, landscapes, streetscapes patterns 
and textures do play a tertiary part.

Developer exactions can provide 25% or more low 
income housing units as a condition for allowing 
added density. However, this also diminishes the to-
tal number of units that can be feasibly constructed, 
as many simply won’t pencil out.

Los Angeles’ 2005 Small Lot Subdivision Ordi-
nance2 allows for the “subdivision of underutilized 
land in multi-family and  commercial areas into fee  
simple homes.” Intended as infi ll development and 
a smart-growth alternative to traditional, suburban 
style single-family subdivisions, small lot homes 
can have smaller lot areas with compact building 
footprints and reduced yard setbacks; street front-
ages, passageways between buildings, and open 
space.

BENEFITS OF SMALL LOT DEVELOPMENTS3

• Increase home ownership at reduced costs

• Increase housing production

• Not subject to monthly homeowners’ asso-
ciation fees.

• Easier to fi nance than condominium proj-
ects.

• Allow minimum of 600 square feet as op-
posed to 5,000 square feet otherwise

• Allow a minimum width of 16 feet instead of 
50 feet otherwise

This intermediate level between condominiums, 
townhomes and minimal single-family homes is in-
tended to increase supply and contribute to afford-
ability. Not surprisingly, many of these projects are 
being constructed in high-rent districts, and even 
being scaled down as they are, coming in at prices 
from $500,000 to $1 million or more. In a minimal 
confi guration, one normal tract-size house can be 
replaced by three or more small-lot homes.

A key consideration is where such housing is zoned 
or built. In transit zones and corridors, it may pro-
vide one more tool for the sustainable community. 
However, if built in an outlying community, they 
could actually worsen congestion and pollution.

It bears noting that building new housing is unlikely 
to ever be less expensive or more affordable than 
older existing stock. The sad reality is that neighbor-
hoods with issues of deterioration, crime, lack of 
amenities, poor proximity, overcrowding, etc. will, by 
defi nition, usually be more affordable.

LIVING AT A DIFFERENT SCALE
The most practical assumption for large-scale 
production of affordable housing is more in the vein 
of Compact Development in appropriate locations 

2 LAMC Section 12.22-C,27, Small-Lot Subdivisions

3 <https://www.huduser.gov/portal/casestudies/study_102011_1.
html>
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where alternate modes, such as active  transporta-
tion and public transit are available. Four hundred 
square foot spaces are not unreasonable, especial-
ly where the alternative may be homelessness.

Unit production costs in many projects come in as 
high as $500,000 each, especially where govern-
ment subsidies are concerned. It is possible for 
smaller, economically-constructed pre-fabricated 
units to be factory produced, and may be able 
to come in closer to $50,000 (not including land 
costs). The “tiny house” trend gives us some idea of 
how such small spaces can be put to effi cient use. 

A way to add capacity without a noticeable increase 
in density is to add guest housing/”granny fl ats” to 
existing single-family residences. This would allow 
aging owners to move to smaller, private quarters, 
and perhaps turn the main house over to their 
children. They could also accommodate extended 
families and intergenerational arrangements at 
much reduced unit costs. These are not permitted 
in much of the Project Area.

The interaction between planning for new transit-
based development opportunities and the local 
economy is a critical component to creating sus-
tainable communities. For the benefi ts of these new 
opportunities to be fully realized, they must not dis-
place the local residents, but rather create oppor-
tunities for those who live in the area to remain—to 
attain, and share in the higher standard of living.

New residents can therefore be accommodated in 
the new housing provided for in the strategy, while 
not pricing existing residents out of the market.

Often in economic development and planning strat-
egies, these tasks are accomplished by attracting 
high-wage, high-profi t economic opportunities and 
then building new, higher-end housing and retail to 
serve the new more affl uent residents. That is well 
and good to a point. However, in such instances, 
the new households are likely to encroach upon, 
and dislocate current residents from their homes by 
driving up property values in the targeted regions 
and gentrifying the community. 

An explicit goal of the SCAG SCS is to avoid this 
result and to devise strategies that will preserve the 
affordability of the community. Short of housing sub-
sidies, there is little the public sector can do to ad-
dress this scenario. The most sustainable and far-
reaching method is to facilitate economic prosperity 
for existing residents to allow them to compete in 
the marketplace. Where capital is short, micro-
economies and micro-loans can be established to 
leverage local innovation and entrepreneurship.

There are two threads in this strategy to create 
sustainable communities: (1) the strategy must pro-
tect and stabilize existing housing and create new 
housing in a way that preserves the affordability of 
the current housing stock; and (2) fi nd economic 
development strategies that increase employment 
in the specifi c communities that is consistent with 
the skills, abilities, and industries of the people who 
reside there; and to simultaneously fi nd ways of 
improving the connectedness of these communities 
to the residents’ places of employment.

One of the emerging complements to best practices 
in urban planning is the development of the op-
portunity urbanist school of thought. This approach 
to planning and development emphasizes land 
uses and economic development strategies that 
foster economic growth at all points on the income 
distribution, not just targeting the higher-income 
households and the so-called creative class. In 
this approach, even low and middle-income indus-
trial and manufacturing jobs are seen as desirable 
components of the local economy—rather than just 
the service and information-driven jobs that are so 
often targeted in government planning circles.

The key tools of this economic development strat-
egy center on ensuring that the zoning infrastruc-
ture and community design elements remain open 
to the creation of jobs that lower-skill workers can 
pursue, and that existing neighborhoods are pre-
served, even while new developments emerge. It is 
also focused on ensuring that transportation infra-
structure, whether transit-based or vehicle-based 
is built and used in such a manner to reduce travel 
times. In short, it almost exactly parallels the over-
all goals of the SCAG Sustainable Communities 
Strategy.

PRIORITIES IN CREATING SUSTAINABLE 
OPPORTUNITY IN THE NORTHEAST VALLEY

The application of opportunity urbanist thinking to 
the Northeast San Fernando Valley does require 
a bit of a departure from its roots. While the move-
ment has grown out of work in the City of Houston, 
Texas with its expanses of land and very low-regu-
lation planning environment, it must be applied in a 
mostly built-up setting that is already highly regu-
lated, and for which the Sustainable Communities 
Strategy is yet another layer of regulation. Develop-
ers and investors seeking a path forward to build 
in the region must overcome any additional barrier. 
Most are willing to accept this in exchange for a 
higher degree of certainty on all of the accompany-
ing issues. The Regional Transportation Plan has 
some very specifi c goals and objectives regarding 
the fusion of land use and transit strategies.
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This has to be done in such a fashion that it will 
be self-sustaining—that is to say that the strategy 
creates a market context wherein private parties 
will pursue the desired strategies without large 
and sustained commitments of public monies and 
resources.

Los Angeles has been seen as a model of the key 
attributes that create these nodes of opportunity. 
The key attribute is that it is a place of opportunity 
for all parts of the income spectrum, not just the 
elite or creative classes.  Mayors of places like At-
lanta, Portland, and San Francisco revel in the op-
portunities created for the elite scientists, lawyers, 
and high-cost entrepreneurs. 

Opportunity urbanist cities are those that provide 
opportunity for people of all income groups and, in 
the course of providing that opportunity, provide a 
ladder of opportunities whereby they can move up 
to a better quality of life.  These metros are also 
often at crossroads of travel and trade and provide 
jobs across a broad spectrum of skills, education 
levels, and work styles.
Los Angeles County has been a prototype for this 
model for more than 80 years.  Whether it was the 
young star or starlet leaving the Midwest looking 
for their big break in Hollywood, or the Dust Bowl 
farmer seeking a new start, Southern California and 
especially Los Angeles were more often than not 
their fi rst stop.  World War II saw an acceleration 
in this role with the creation of a war stores manu-
facturing center that fed the regional economy for 
decades. It also fed the development of a middle 
class ethic and culture envied across the nation 
and around the world.4

This project’s outreach meetings and interviews 
made it clear that residents are not anxious to see 
dramatic increases in population density, traffi c 
congestion or the basic culture and composition of 
their communities. From the urban-suburban culture 
of the Van Nuys Boulevard corridor in Pacoima to 
the meandering and bucolic trails of the foothill cor-
ridor, the Northeast has not one, but many distinct 
personalities. 
Even though there is general resistance to change 
and growth, most realize that some amount of 
change is inevitable and—as this process would 
suggest—desirable. The preference is to focus 
changes along main thoroughfares, in business dis-
tricts and centers, and in the buffer zones between 
commercial corridors and established single-family 
neighborhoods. Much of this could come in the 
form of community-friendly mixed uses and Transit-
Oriented Districts.

4 See report: Opportunity Urbanism <http://www.mulhollandinsti-
tute.org/Library/Opportunity%20Urbanism/Opportunity%20Urban-
ism.pdf>

Current zoning and land-use planning in the area 
will benefi t from a much more proactive and vision-
ary approach to community plans. Central to this 
plan is the cultivation of village streetscape and 
economic development in the commercial strips 
and centers. A unifi ed and motivated group of 
stakeholders will be essential to achieving these 
goals and objectives. They will serve as the cata-
lyst to cultivate a built environment that more fully 
refl ects the promising inner potential of the com-
munity.

Over the next several decades, this vision will 
provide a framework for events, activities and the 
development of supplemental materials. The strat-
egies presented here are intended to provide a 
framework for community implementation.

TRANSIT-ORIENTED PLANNING TOOLKIT
This strategy is intended to act as a toolkit and 
serve as a resource to develop and adopt transit-
supportive land use strategies. The goal is to  
achieve the broader GHG emission reduction and 
transportation, water, and energy effi ciency goals of 
Assembly Bill 32 (AB 32) and Senate Bill 375 (SB 
375).
This will help to position local jurisdictions to com-
pete for funding opportunities through programs 
such as the California Strategic Growth Council’s 
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities 
Program (funded through Cap-and-Trade proceeds) 
and Metro’s Transit-Oriented Development Planning 
Grant Program.
The City of San Fernando received a Round 3 
Metro TOD Planning Grant in 2012, for the area 
south of the Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink sta-
tion. There was no concurrent grant for the area to 
the north of the station, located in the City of Los 
Angeles.5

PUBLIC TRANSIT PATTERNS

The polycentric and complex landscape of Los 
Angeles County needs many different solutions to 
work together cohesively, to increase the attractive-
ness of the Metro Rail system. Reliable bus service 
is just one solution among many other alternative 
solutions, including park-and-ride, biking, and Bus 
Rapid Transit (BRT). In each case, the quality of the 
pedestrian environment around rail stations should 
be addressed. When real and even perceived de-
lays and inconveniences create a sense of inse-
curity, riders usually choose to use their personal 
automobiles.6

5 See Metro  <https://www.metro.net/projects/toolkit/>

6 MO, B.. “Atlas of Potential Metro Rail Ridership” Cartographic 
Perspectives, North America, June 2012. Available at: <http://www.
cartographicperspectives.org/index.php/journal/article/view/cp72-
mo-atlas>. Date accessed: 19 Jan. 2016.
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JOINT DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC-PRIVATE 
PARTNERSHIPS (P3)
Projects delivered through a Public Private Partner-
ship (P3) must allocate the risks fairly between the 
parties, with each sector assuming the risks that 
they are best able to manage.

The public agency usually assumes the project 
defi nition risk by undertaking the environmental 
clearance effort, assessing fi nancial feasibility and 
garnering stakeholder and political commitment. 
The private sector can best assume the fi nancial 
risk, such as project fi nancing, construction and 
perhaps facility management.

The Metro Joint Development (JD) Program is a 
real estate management program that collaborates 
with qualifi ed developers to build Transit-Oriented 
Developments (TODs) on Metro-owned properties.7 

OBSTACLES AND INCENTIVES

The City of Los Angeles is widely known for having 
a diffi cult entitlement process—one that neither sat-
isfi es the needs of developers, or the communities. 
Residents tend to feel left out of the process.

7 See Metro  <https://www.metro.net/projects/toolkit/>

The General Plan Framework for the city lays out 
the seven essential elements of a general plan, 
which are: land use, circulation, housing, conser-
vation, open space, noise, and safety.8 Cities also 
have the option to include any other elements that 
relate to their physical development.9 In addition, 
the city has 35 Community Plans that set out land 
uses and maps in each community. Added to each 
of these are Specifi c Plans, overlays and districts to 
address specifi c planning needs such as signage, 
landscaping, heights, and other aesthetic issues.

Because of the size of Los Angeles, the diversity of 
its neighborhoods and topography, and the diffi culty 
of applying one-size-fi ts-all solutions; gaining ap-
proval for projects—even popular ones— can be  a 
daunting and expensive challenge. The politics of 
the process can be one of the more diffi cult hur-
dles, since each of the fi fteen city council members 
has near-exclusive power over development in their 
respective districts.

The City Charter for Los Angeles was rewritten to 
comply with a successful 1999 ballot initiative that 

8 California Gov.C. §§ 65300-65302.10

9 California Gov.C. §§ 65303
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Solar farm situated in a desert area.

increased the city-wide Planning Commission from 
fi ve to nine members, and created seven more-
localized Area Planning Commissions to handle 
community cases and issues. It also created Neigh-
borhood Councils (NCs)—citizens groups, offi cially 
sanctioned as city subdivisions. Unfortunately their 
operating budgets have been very limited, and they 
lack any actual authority or control over city affairs 
and budgets.

To the extent that the local city council member 
respects and confi des in the NCs, they can be great 
assets for investors and developers. Their main 
concerns are almost always traffi c and aesthetics. 
They have the ability to take the necessary time 
to pre-screen projects, and make certain they are 
community friendly before beginning the formal pro-
cess. Anyone wishing to promote projects or invest-
ments in the City of Los Angeles is well-advised to 
establish liaison with NCs and homeowners’ asso-
ciations at the earliest possible date. 

In contrast, the City of San Fernando has fi ve 
council members for 2.4 square miles, and a popu-
lation of only 23,830.10 Unlike Los Angeles, which is 
divided into 15 exclusive districts, in San Fernando 
all fi ve council members are elected and are re-
sponsible for the city “at-large.” Those doing busi-
ness with the city receive a great deal more atten-
tion, and worthwhile projects are able to move more 
freely through the process. 

Los Angeles also imposes a hefty Gross Receipts 
business tax—a fact that surrounding communities 
are quick to point out when in competition for busi-
ness attraction. Although this is an acknowledged 
weakness, it will still take some time and discipline 
to fi nally remove this barrier from the budget.

10 U.S. Census Bureau, 2013 American Community Survey (ACS), 
5-Year Area Analysis of Census Tract Block Groups, Mulholland 
Institute, 2016

COMMUNITY SOLAR FARMS/GARDENS

An estimated 85% of U.S. residents can neither 
own nor lease photovoltaic generation systems be-
cause their roofs are physically unsuitable for solar, 
or because they live in multi-family housing. 

A community solar farm or garden is a solar power 
installation that accepts capital from, and provides 
output credit and tax benefi ts to, renters, individu-
als and other investors. In some systems you buy 
individual solar panels that are installed in the farm 
after your purchase. In others you purchase kW 
capacity or kWh of production. 

The farm’s power output is credited to investors in 
proportion to their investment. Companies, coop-
eratives, governments or non-profi ts can operate 
the farms. Centralizing the location of solar systems 
has advantages over single-family residential instal-
lation.11 This is a form of compensatory empower-
ment for those unable to afford to own real estate.

There are numerous tracts of land in the Northeast 
Valley that are not geologically or physically suitable 
to serve as traditional building sites. Decommis-
sioned landfi lls and mining operations can add this 
capability to their methane gas generating capacity. 
Using their surface area for solar power generation 
could provide multiple benefi ts.

With somewhat more effort, panel installations 
could cap basins that have been designed for 
infi ltrating stormwater into the soil. In addition to 
the power they provide, the panels can shield these 
areas from evaporative sunlight and algae ac-
cumulation. These are important functions at this 
location—the infl ow of the San Fernando Valley 
Groundwater Basin.

11 <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Community_solar_farm>

The Mulholland Institute team meeting with the City of San 
Fernando Planning and Preservation Commission
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and growth outlook. Employment in manufactur-
ing as a whole has been on a long term decline 
over the past two decades, but is expected to show 
some improvement from current levels. The distinc-
tion must be made between durable goods and 
nondurable goods manufacturing. 

According to the Los Angeles Economic Develop-
ment Corporation, overall, durable goods manu-
facturing will experience anemic growth as labor 
substitution and replacement by capital, increases 
output at the expense of employment gains. Nondu-
rable goods manufacturing will continue to be chal-
lenged as low-cost competition from lower-income 
countries will drive these industries from the area.

Nevertheless, several manufacturing industries 
continue to be promising targets for employment 
growth in the county based upon their linkage to 
important traded industry clusters. These clusters 
include Fashion, Aerospace, Information Technol-
ogy and Analytical instruments; and Biomedical 
Devices. Fabricated metals manufacturing is also a 
component industry of these important clusters and 
an important regional industry—particularly when it 
comes to alternative energy systems manufactur-
ing.

Many of these jobs are highly-skilled jobs that are 
well-compensated, but many include positions that 
require workers with community college degrees or 
technical training. In addition, the expected retire-
ment of aging skilled craftspeople in some special-
ized manufacturing industries presents opportuni-
ties for apprenticeships, new entrants, and those 
moving up the career ladder.2

STRATEGIES FOCUSING ON  ECONOMIC AND 
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Facilitating Sustainable Opportunity

Building an opportunity economy in the Northeast 
San Fernando Valley is a challenging but attainable 
goal for the region. Committed partners including 
SCAG, the County of Los Angeles, the San Fernan-
do Valley Council of Governments, the Cities of Los 
Angeles and San Fernando, and Metro to create 
a sustainable strategy for transportation, land use 
and economic development in the region, amplifi ed 
and focused by the special opportunities created in 
AB 32 and SB 375 add up to a singular chance to 
transform opportunity in the region, for its residents 
and workers.

In addition, the prospective pool of resources for 
pursuing the essential infrastructure investments, 
regulatory changes and collaborative arrangements 

2 “Los Angeles: People, Industry and Jobs,” Report, LAEDC/Institute 
for Applied Economics, Los Angeles, California,  April 201

SECTION 9 - EMPLOYMENT, 
INDUSTRIES, CAREERS AND JOBS
Economic and Workforce Development

The proposed zoning and land use approaches for 
communities include the need to attract employ-
ment to key opportunity areas that (1) match the 
skills and abilities of the resident workforce; and 
(2) continue to advance the overall goal of greener 
technologies and reduced GHG emissions. 

In the pursuit of these goals, the economic devel-
opment strategies should be focused around the 
existing commercial and industrial locations avail-
able in these communities. Perhaps most important 
to the overall strategy is the intentional creation of 
a workforce development partnership with public 
and private entities throughout the region, that can 
serve as a workforce training resource to these 
greener businesses, to ensure that residents in the 
region are the ones who have the best opportuni-
ties to secure these local jobs.

The San Fernando Valley economy is quite diverse. 
Among the more notable sectors are motion pic-
tures, television and media arts. Aerospace is still 
an important industry, but well down from its zenith 
during the second half of the 20th century. Technol-
ogy and biotech are growth industries, along with 
insurance and fi nance. 

There are multiple centers of activity in the Valley, 
a framework that began with the planning depart-
ment’s Centers Concept in 1970.1 Van Nuys is 
home to the Valley’s Civic Center for government 
services, including courts, city, county, state, and 
federal facilities. Burbank’s Media District is a center 
for entertainment with the greatest concentration of 
major studios anywhere. Glendale is a thriving city, 
oriented toward commercial and general business. 
Woodland Hills’ Warner Center began is an Indus-
trial Center, and has since turned more commer-
cial—home to insurance companies, healthcare, 
fi nancial interests and technology. More recently it 
has become a shopping Mecca that mixes big-box 
with high-end boutiques and restaurants.

Although much of the focus is on large corpora-
tions, the business base in Los Angeles County is 
predominantly comprised of smaller fi rms. 

In recognition of these sometimes overlapping, 
sometimes competing goals, we identify industries 
to target for specifi c economic and workforce de-
velopment interventions based on their association 
with industry clusters, their job creation potential 

1 See download: < http://www.planetizen.com/files/los-angeles-
centers-plan.pdf>
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eliminated with all their attendant GHG and con-
gestion-building implications. Additionally, if that job 
is located near their home, someone else does not 
have to drive to that community to do it, decreasing 
the total trips and attendant externalities even more.

Typically, planners look at the jobs-housing balance 
at the largest scale to measure and address these 
concerns—specifi cally, are there enough housing 
units in the immediate vicinity of the employment 
center that everyone who works there could live in 
the immediate neighborhood. What this fails to cap-
ture is whether the alignment between those who 
live in the area and those who work there repre-
sents those skills desired and engaged by employ-
ers in the region—individual experience, education, 
and access to the labor market.

For this reason, this analysis has gone beyond the 
jobs-housing balance to look specifi cally at the 
alignment between those who are employed in 
the geographies of our focus areas and those who 
reside in those areas. In a previous section, we saw 
that there was a signifi cant disconnect between 
these two communities and only an average of 3.2 
percent of residents work in their immediate com-
munities. Of the people who work in those same 

necessary, have not existed previously.  AB 32 has 
created unique revenues which can be pursued to 
invest in both the Environmental Justice and sus-
tainable industry goals identifi ed in this strategy. Lo-
cal and federal transportation monies are increas-
ingly likely. Even the state investment in High Speed 
Rail is apt to open another door of opportunity for 
special investment in these communities.

At the same time, the region also possesses an 
impressive, albeit under-utilized, array of parcels 
of land zoned for industrial and commercial uses. 
These lands not only represent opportunities to 
build jobs, likely to complement the lower-skilled 
cohort of the region’s workforce, but could in and of 
themselves represent opportunities for sustainable 
development pursuing more advanced forms of 
environmental impact mitigation.

THE JOBS-WORKER MIX WITHIN THE REGION

Understanding the Opportunities

One of the fundamental goals of the RTP/SCS is 
to improve the congruency between the people 
who live in a community and those who work there. 
Specifi cally, if someone works (and shops) near 
their home, they spend less time commuting to and 
from work, and if they would otherwise have driven 
to work, two commute vehicle trips per day are 

Fastest Growing Occupa ons - 2012-2022 (>30%)
Posi on 2012 2022 Increse % Annual % Hourly Annual

Personal Care Aides 150,910 243,710 61.5% 6.1% $10.11 $21,030
Brickmasons and Blockmasons 810 1,270 56.8% 5.7% $29.55 $61,465
Telecommunica ons Line Installers and Repairers 3,850 5,940 54.3% 5.4% $29.87 $62,136
Helpers--Brickmasons, Blockmasons, Stonemasons, and Tile and Marble Se ers 670 1,020 52.2% 5.2% $13.98 $29,083
Ortho sts and Prosthe sts 460 690 50.0% 5.0% $27.38 $56,939
Economists 520 780 50.0% 5.0% $52.90 $110,034
Home Health Aides 10,130 14,350 41.7% 4.2% $11.91 $24,768
Health Special es Teachers, Postsecondary 4,170 5,780 38.6% 3.9% [2] $89,476
Skincare Specialists 1,320 1,800 36.4% 3.6% $14.28 $29,696
Tapers 690 940 36.2% 3.6% $24.62 $51,224
Drywall and Ceiling Tile Installers 3,900 5,310 36.2% 3.6% $24.89 $51,781
Tile and Marble Se ers 1,450 1,970 35.9% 3.6% $16.01 $33,293
Physical Therapist Aides 1,310 1,770 35.1% 3.5% $12.93 $26,894
Telecommunica ons Equipment Installers and Repairers, Except Line Installers 6,830 9,180 34.4% 3.4% $28.22 $58,696
Marriage and Family Therapists 2,170 2,910 34.1% 3.4% $22.58 $46,974
Diagnos c Medical Sonographers 1,150 1,540 33.9% 3.4% $39.56 $82,273
Painters, Construc on and Maintenance 8,420 11,230 33.4% 3.3% $22.67 $47,146
Market Research Analysts and Marke ng Specialists 18,420 24,540 33.2% 3.3% $29.52 $61,400
Interpreters and Translators 2,550 3,390 32.9% 3.3% $29.11 $60,541
Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers 1,930 2,560 32.6% 3.3% $24.79 $51,568
Glaziers 890 1,180 32.6% 3.3% $22.87 $47,571
Helpers--Electricians 1,320 1,750 32.6% 3.3% $14.42 $29,994
Taxi Drivers and Chau eurs 6,500 8,560 31.7% 3.2% $11.56 $24,054
Web Developers 5,530 7,280 31.6% 3.2% $32.92 $68,483
Wages based on 2014 Q1
Source: California Employment Development Department, Labor Market Informa on Division, December 2014

Fig. 34 - Fastest Growing Occupations
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communities, only 4.4 percent of the workers are 
drawn from the immediate neighborhood. 

To do this, one must examine the workforce and 
characteristics of residents in each community to 
identify opportunities for improving these ratios as 
the community adds both housing and employment 
over time. For the fi ve strategic focus areas in this 
analysis, a detailed analysis of the current employ-
ment and the occupations of the residents was 
conducted to identify potential areas for improved 
alignment. That analysis lead to three proposed 
models for economic development for the commu-
nity and the workforce—leveraging both the zoning 
and land use opportunities identifi ed previously, and 
the detailed information gathered from the deep 
dive into the local labor markets. 

These opportunities fell into three general eco-
nomic categories: (1) opportunities based on the 
Transit-Oriented Development models prescribed in 
the SCS and in contemporary best planning prac-
tice; (2) opportunities for leveraging existing and 
potential commercial centers; and (3) opportunities 
that can leverage the remaining and increasingly 
valuable industrial and manufacturing areas of 
the Northeast San Fernando Valley. Serving as a 
context for all three of these threads, are the over-
arching themes of sustainability and Environmental 
Justice. 

Occupa ons with Most Openings - 2012-2022 (>$30,000)       
Posi on Openings Hourly Annual 

Lawyers 7,890 $73.59 $153,062 
Producers and Directors 9,610 $50.03 $104,065 
Police and Sheri 's Patrol O cers 9,310 $42.05 $87,454 
Management Analysts 8,650 $40.06 $83,324 
Elementary School Teachers, Except Special Educa on 11,480 [3] $75,150 
Secondary School Teachers, Except Special and Career/Technical Educa on 8,190 [3] $69,616 
Market Research Analysts and Marke ng Specialists 8,640 $29.52 $61,400 
First-Line Supervisors of O ce and Administra ve Support Workers 17,090 $26.96 $56,076 
Licensed Prac cal and Licensed Voca onal Nurses 10,230 $24.97 $51,941 
Sales Representa ves, Wholesale and Manufacturing, Except Technical and Scien c Products 11,780 $24.32 $50,584 
Construc on Laborers 9,550 $20.20 $42,016 
Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers 8,110 $19.87 $41,320 
Bookkeeping, Accoun ng, and Audi ng Clerks 10,250 $19.18 $39,895 
Maintenance and Repair Workers, General 7,610 $18.85 $39,206 
First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers 11,980 $18.69 $38,863 
Secretaries and Administra ve Assistants, Except Legal, Medical, and Execu ve 16,160 $17.80 $37,030 
Medical Assistants 9,010 $15.08 $31,368 
Wages based on 2014 Q1       
Source: California Employment Development Department, Labor Market Informa on Division, December 2014 

 Fig. 35 - Occupations with the Most Openings
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Fig. 36 - Sylmar/San Fernando Metrolink TOD Area 
Labor Market Characteristics - Mulholland Institute Source: US Bureau of the Census, OnTheMap, 2013
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Fig. 37 - San Fernando Mall Area
Labor Market Characteristics - Mulholland Institute Source: US Bureau of the Census, OnTheMap, 2013
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Fig. 38 - Van Nuys Boulevard - Pacoima Center TOD Area
Labor Market Characteristics - Mulholland Institute Source: US Bureau of the Census, OnTheMap, 2013

VAN NUYS BOULEVARD - PACOIMA CENTER TOD LABOR MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
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Fig. 39 - Panorama Mall and Shopping Area TOD
Labor Market Characteristics - Mulholland Institute Source: US Bureau of the Census, OnTheMap, 2013

PANORAMA MALL AND SHOPPING AREA TOD - LABOR MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
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Fig. 40 - Sun Valley Remediation Area
Labor Market Characteristics - Mulholland Institute Source: US Bureau of the Census, OnTheMap, 2013

SUN VALLEY REMEDIATION AREA - LABOR MARKET CHARACTERISTICS
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nando Valley has economic and workforce activity 
in each of the six green industry cluster categories 
identifi ed by the Centers of Excellence; water and 
wastewater, green building and energy effi ciency; 
transportation and alternative fuel; compliance and 
sustainability; biofuels and farming; and renewable 
energy.

In terms of employment, the COE green building 
and energy effi ciency is the largest cluster in the 
San Fernando Valley, followed by COE’s classifi ca-
tion of renewable energy.

A number of developments in public and private in-
vestments and regulations have contributed to this 
green movement. California’s Air Resources Board 
projects that, as a result of the passage of AB 32 
(the state’s global warming solutions law) 100,000 
new jobs will be created. The Obama Administration 
estimates that the $787 billion American Recovery 
and Reinvestment Act will create over 400,000 jobs 
in California, thousands of which will be in green 
sectors. Billions of dollars have been allocated for 
education and training programs, with over $500 
million earmarked in the Department of Labor alone 
for training workers for the green economy. Ad-
ditional monies are being made available through 
other local, state and federal agencies.

See also Appendix D, Regional 
Educational Institutions

EDUCATION CAREERS & TRAINING 
The education and occupational facilities in Los 
Angeles County are second to none. Capabilities 
range from hospitality at Los Angeles Mission Com-
munity College to medicine at UCLA, and from me-
dia at California Institute of the Arts to aerospace 
and technology at Caltech and JPL.

One approach to the workforce and prosperity 
issue is to examine the role of educational institu-
tions. In a recent report, approached from the Cali-
fornia Community College perspective, researchers 
sought out opportunities for training in green indus-
tries.  

In May 2009, the Employment Development De-
partment, Labor Market Information Division (EDD-
LMID)  launched a survey of over 51,000 California 
employers. 

Among the objectives for community colleges is 
determining occupations that would require new 
or additional training in green technology.  Occu-
pations included are those that may experience 
growth in the emerging green economy. 

For the San Fernando Valley, the Green Employer 
Report  and BW Research recommended the fol-
lowing “targeted actions:

1. Develop contextualized training programs 
in core occupational categories, includ-
ing administrative and accounting, project 
management, and sales; 

2. Ensure that the program offers cross-
training so that budding project manag-
ers learn sales and accounting skills and 
vice-versa; 

3. Incorporate soft-skills training with techni-
cal skill development; 

4. Offer internship opportunities for trainees, 
but recognize that interns must have some 
level of skill to be valued by employers; 

5. Market training programs to companies for 
their incumbent workers; and 

6. Focus on small businesses for partner-
ship.”

Much of this can be coordinated through the type 
of civic intervention offered by chambers of com-
merce, economic development organizations, Work-
force Investment Boards (WIBs) and charitable 
organizations.

In 2009, the California Community Colleges Cen-
ters of Excellence (COE) developed a report  to 
classify industries (using the BLS’s NAICS system) 
most likely to contain green fi rms. The San Fer-

Nearby Caltech in Pasadena


